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ABSTRACT 
Let A EM, be a nonsingular Hermitian matrix, let G be a chordal graph on 
vertices { 1, . . . , n}, and suppose that G( A-‘) C G. Then the inertia of A may be 
expressed in a simple way in terms of the inertias of those principal submatrices of A 
corresponding to certain readily identifiable sets of vertices of G. Specifically, we prove 
that the inertia i(A) satisfies the identity 
i(A) = a2i(~[al) - gsm(B)i(A[B]), 
in which C denotes the collection of maximal cliques of G, S denotes the collection of 
minimal vertex separators of G, and m(p) is the multiplicity of a separator /3. 
*The work of both authors was supported in part by National Science Foundation grant 
DMS 90-00839 and a grant from the Office of Naval Research. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper M,,, will denote the set of m x n complex 
matrices, M, the set of n x n complex matrices, X” the set of n x n 
Hermitian matrices, and when n is a fixed positive integer, N will denote the 
set {l,..., n}. The inertia of a matrix A E Xn is the triple 
i(A) = (i+(A), i_( A), io( A)), 
in which the nonnegative integers i+( A), i_ ( A), and iO( A) are, respectively, 
the numbers of positive, negative, and zero eigenvalues of A (counting 
multiplicities). For a general matrix A E M,, n we will let p(A) denote the 
rank of A and 6(A) the nullity of A. In particular, then, for A E & we have 
P(A) =i+(A) +i_(A) 
and 
?J( A) = iO( A). 
If aGil,..., m} and /3~{1,... , n}, then A[ cy ) fl] denotes the submatrix 
of AEM,,. whose entries lie in rows indexed by (Y and columns indexed by 
/3; if A is square, we abbreviate the principal submatrix A[cr ) a] to A[cY]. It is 
also convenient, in order to simplify the appearance of some of the formulas, 
to introduce the following notation. If A EM,, n, we define pA(oY, /3) = 
p( A[LU ( 01) and 6,(a, /3) = 6( A[CY 1 01). If CY = /3, this is shortened to pA( cr) 
3 p( A[ol]) and B*(o) = 6( A[a]). Similarly, if A E X$ then i( A[a]) will be 
denoted by iA( with the positive, negative, and zero components of the 
inertia denoted respectively by iA+( ii (ar), and ii(a). 
Chordal graphs have played an important role in combinatorial matrix 
theory ever since their connection with sparse Gaussian elimination was 
established more than twenty years ago ([7, 181; see also [19, 171). More 
recently, they have arisen in the study of matrices whose inverses are sparse, 
especially in the contexts of matrix completion problems [2, 10, 15, 161 and, 
closely related to this, determinantal formulas and inequalities [l, 2, 13, 161. 
For example, it was shown in [l] that if A EM, is nonsingular and if the 
undirected graph G( A- ‘) is chordal, then the determinant of A may be 
expressed as 
II 
det A = 
olsc det A[ 4 
H 
a~E~(~) det A[a n Pl ’ (1.1) 
provided that all the denominator terms are nonzero. Here, C denotes the 
collection of maxima1 cliques of G, and T = (C, E(T)) is a tree whose vertices 
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are the elements of C. How these trees are obtained will be described briefly 
in the next section, but for a detailed discussion see [2] or [16]. 
In this paper we study the inertias of nonsingular Hermitian matrices the 
graphs of whose inverses are chordal. In particular, we show that the inertia of 
such a matrix may be simply expressed in terms of the inertias of certain of its 
principal submatrices; the formula we obtain is similar in form to (1.1). Just as 
(1.1) generalizes the fact that the determinant of a direct sum is the product of 
the determinants of the summands, our main result (Theorem 4.4) generalizes 
the fact that the inertia of a direct sum is the sum of the inertias of the 
summands. It is also a generalization of recent results in [5] dealing with the 
banded case. In the next section we review the relevant graph-theoretic 
notation and terminology. We establish, in Section 3, a useful Jacobi-type 
relationship between the inertia of a principal submatrix of a nonsingular 
matrix A E 2” and that of the complementary block of A-‘. Finally, we 
prove our main result, the inertia formula, in Section 4. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
It is well known that if A E &, then the eigenvalues of any principal 
submatrix of A interlace those of A. Specifically, let 1 < i < n, and let 
AIE xn-r denote the principal submatrix of A obtained by deleting the ith 
row and column of A. With the eigenvalues of A and A^ ordered respectively 
as X, > X, > ** * > A,, and %r > - -* > A,, _ I, the interlacing inequalities 
state that 
Two easy consequences of the interlacing inequalities are that if A^ is any 
principal submatrix of A E X”, then 
i+(i) <i+(A), i_(i) <i_(A) 
and 
i+(i) +i,(i) <i+(A) +&(A), i_(i) +&(A^) <i_(A) +i,(A). 
(2.1) 
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If A E M, is nonsingular and o, fl G { 1, . . . , n), then it is well known (e.g. 
[S]) that 
6*( o, P) = &I( PC> oc). (2.2) 
From this it follows that 
P*( U>P) = P*-I( PC> aC) -n+ Ial + IPI, (2.3) 
which, when cr = 6, simplifies to 
P&r) =P&YC) -n+2]cX]. (2.4) 
It is not hard to deduce from (2.3) an analogue of the classical Frobenius-K&rig 
theorem. Suppose that A EM, is nonsingular, and observe that since 
pA-~(/3’, CY’) 2 0 we must have 
P,(%b) 2 Ial + IPI --. (2.5) 
Hence, it follows that if A E M, and there is a submatrix A[CY ( /3] for which 
PA(U, P) < I a I + I P I - n, then A is necessarily singular. 
An undirected graph G = (V, E) is a finite set V of vertices together with a 
collection E of unordered pairs of vertices, called edges. If (u, v} is an edge, 
then we say that the vertices u and v are adjacent. We will denote the edge 
{u, u} by the less cluttered UV. Throughout, the term graph will mean 
undirected graph. 
If G = (V, E) and H = (W, F) are graphs such that W C V and F C E, 
then we say that H is a subgraph of G and we write H S G. For W C V the 
graph G, = (W, E,), where 
E,= {uv~E:u,v~W}, 
is called the subgraph of G induced by W. A nonempty set K of vertices 
whose elements are pairwise adjacent is a cligue; equivalently, K is a clique if 
the induced subgraph G, is complete. A clique that is properly contained in 
no other clique is said to be maximal. 
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. A path in G is a sequence of 
vertices (uo, . . . , uk) such that vi_rui EE for i = 1, . . . , k. If there is a path 
between any two vertices in G, then we say that G is connected; a component 
of G is a maximal connected subgraph of G. A cycle of length k is a 
path (vi, . . . , l)k, vl) in which vi,. . . , ok are distinct. A tree is a connected 
undirected graph having no cycles. 
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An edge joining two nonconsecutive vertices in a cycle is a chord of the 
cycle. An undirected graph is chordal if every cycle of length greater than 
three has a chord. Equivalently, no “minimal” cycle has length greater than or 
equal to four. 
If TV and u are a nonadjacent pair of vertices that belong to the same 
component of a graph G, a set S E V for which u and u belong to different 
components of Gv_s is a u, u separator. A set that is a minimal separator of 
some pair u, u E V is called a minimal vertex separator. It is a well-known fact 
[4, 91 that a graph G is chordal if and only if every minimal vertex separator of 
G is a clique. 
Let C denote the collection of maximal cliques of a graph G = (V, E). The 
clique graph associated with G is the intersection graph of the maximal cliques 
of G, that is, the graph G, whose vertex set is C and in which two vertices are 
adjacent if and only if their intersection is nonempty. For example, consider 
the graph 
The maximal cliques of G are or = { 1,2,3}, era = { 2,3,4}, cys = {3,4,5}, 
and CQ = (5,6), and the clique graph of G is the graph 
G, = 
A spanning tree T of the clique graph associated with a graph G is said to 
satisfy the intersection property if for every cr, p E C we have a fl fl c y 
whenever y lies on the path in T from cr to 0. Two spanning trees of the 
graph G, above are 
Tl = and 
T2= @x-@-. 
The first of these has the intersection property; the second, however, does not, 
since or lies on the path from o2 to os but does not contain o2 I-I crs. It can 
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be shown [2] that an undirected graph G is chordal if and only if there is a 
spanning tree of the clique graph G, with the intersection property. These 
trees have several equivalent characterizations [8, 31. 
If G is chordal and T is a spanning tree of G, with the intersection 
property, then T will be called a clique tree associated with G. In general 
a chordal graph may have many associated clique trees. Nevertheless, there 
are several useful properties that all must share, and an interesting set of 
invariants of chordal graphs may be defined in terms of clique trees. 
It can be shown (see [2, IS]) that if T is a clique tree associated with a 
chordal graph G, and if crfl E E(T), th en (Y n /3 is a minimal vertex separator of 
G. In this sense the clique tree reflects some of the structure of the chordal 
graph itself: removing the edge o/3 from T separates T, of course, and 
removing CY fl /3 likewise separates G. The structural similarity does not stop 
here, however; in fact, the converse-that is, if y is a minimal vertex separator 
then y = cr Il 0 for some CYP eE(T)- is also true. Furthermore, a minimal 
vertex separator may correspond in this way to several edges of a given clique 
tree, and, as previously noted, clique trees are not generally unique; neverthe- 
less, the number of edges corresponding to a given separator is the same for 
every clique tree [2]. In other words, if Tr and Ta are both clique trees 
associated with a chordal graph G, and if there are m edges a@ E E(T,) for 
which (Y n /3 = y, where y is a minimal vertex separator of G, then there are 
m such edges in E(T,). The number m = m(-y) is called the multipkity of the 
separator y. 
Let S denote the collection of minimal vertex separators of a chordal graph 
G, and for each fi E S, let s( /3) d enote the number of components of Gv_,. It 
is convenient to set S’ = S U { 0) and define m(0) = 1. This way, it can be 
shown [16] that for every /3 E S’ we have 
If we partially order S’ by inclusion, then the Mobius inversion formula [20] 
may be used to express the multiplicities in terms of the function s; that is, for 
every 0 E S’ we have 
in which p : S’ x S’ + N is the Mobius function for S’. Hence, the multiplici- 
ties of the minimal vertex separators of G may be expressed in a simple way in 
terms of the function s. 
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The following lemma further illustrates the treelike structure of chordal 
graphs. Let G = (V, E) b e a chordal graph, and T = (C, E(T)) a clique tree 
associated with G. For any apeE( the removal of CY/~ from T separates T 
into two components; let T, and TO denote the components of T - a/3 
containing, respectively, cx and /3, and let C, and C, be the respective vertex 
sets of T, and To. Now define 
and 
LEMMA 2.1. With the preceding notation, the following statements hold for 
any chordal graph G and any clique tree T associated with G: 
(i) GBfl&= 0. 
(ii) 6, U /3, = (o r-l 0)” = cYc u pc. 
(iii) crc is the disjoint union 
(2.6) 
in which Adj a! = {PEC: abeE(T 
Proof. Suppose there exists u E Gi, fl 6,. Then there are cliques y1 E C, 
and ya E C, both containing u. Since a! and /3 both lie on the path in T 
joining yr and yz, by the intersection property we have 
which contradicts the definition of Gi, and p”,. This establishes (i). 
Statement (ii) is immediate. 
That CY’ is equal to the union in (2.6) is clear; hence we only need show 
that this union is disjoint. Let /3, y E Adj cr. From the definition of $a and Gi,, 
we have 
Since by (i) the intersection of Gi, and Ja is empty, we see that ?a tl ga = 0, 
and it follows that the union in (2.6) is disjoint. H 
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Let G=(V,E)b e a chordal graph, and let C and S denote, respectively, 
the collections of maximal cliques and minimal vertex separators of G. It was 
shown in [16] that if f: 2” + C is any function that satisfies 
f(a u P) -f(a f-l P) =f(a) +@) 
for any cy, /3 C V, then 
As a consequence we have the following identity. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G = (V, E) be chordal. Then 
Let A EM,. The undirected graph of A is the graph G(A) whose vertices 
are the integers (1, . . . , n}, and in which ij is an edge, i + j, if and only if 
either aij # 0 or aji # 0. If A EM, is nonsingular and G = G( A-‘) is chordal, 
then the trees that may appear in the right-hand side of (1.1) are precisely 
the clique trees associated with G. By the preceding remarks one may 
alternatively write Equation (1.1) as 
det A = 
%sc det A] 4 
IIpes det A[ fl] m(0) ’ 
P-7) 
in which S is the collection of minimal vertex separators of G, and m( 0) is the 
multiplicity of fl E S. We note in advance the formal similarity between our 
main result (Theorem 4.4) and (2.7). 
3. THE INERTIAS OF PRINCIPAL BLOCKS OF THE INVERSE 
Let A E &, and let A[cz] be a nonsingular principal submatrix of A. It is 
easily observed (e.g. [ll]) that 
i(A) = i(A[ol]) + i(B), 
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in which B = A[&] - A[& 1 a] A[cr]-‘A[cy 1 CC] is the Schur complement of 
A[(Y]. If A is invertible, then we have A-‘[&I = B- ’ (see [12]), and since the 
inertias of an invertible Hermitian matrix and its inverse are equal, we have, as 
a simple corollary, that 
i(A) = iA + iA-+‘). P-1) 
In this section we establish a generalization of this result in which A[cx] is 
allowed to be singular. 
Suppose that A is nonsingular, and let A be a k x k principal submatrix of 
A, with k 2 n/2 and with 
i( A^) = ( p, 9, n - k) (3.2) 
[i.e., A has the smallest rank allowed by the inequality (2.5)]. Then we have, 
by the inequality (2.1) [and by using the assumption that i,,(A) = 0] 
i+(A) 2 p + n - k, 
i_(A) > 9 + rr - k. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
But from the nonsingularity of A and from (3.3) and (3.4) we obtain 
n=i+(A)+i_(A)>p+n-k+q+n-k=n, 
and it follows that (3.3) and (3.4) must be equalities. Hence we have proved 
the following useful lemma (see also Theorem 6 of [ll]). 
LEMMA 3.1 [ll]. Let A E Xn be nonsingular, and let (Y c N. Suppose that 
Icx( =kan/2 andthat 
i~( a) = ( p, 9, n - k). 
Then 
i(A) = (p+n-k,q+n-k,O). 
In proving the main result of this section we will use the fact that if A E Xn 
has rank k, then A has a k x k principal submatrix of rank k. To see this, 
observe that if A has rank k, then A has exactly k nonzero eigenvalues, 
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whence the kth elementary symmetric function of the eigenvalues of A is 
nonzero. Since the kth elementary symmetric function is equal to the sum of 
all the k x k principal minors of A (see [12]), there must be at least one 
nonsingular principal submatrix of A of order k. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A E Xn be nonsingular, and let i( A) = ( p, q, 0). Then 
for any CY E N, 
iA’-l(d) = p - i$Y) - iA+( 
i,-+Y”) = q - i$Y) - ij+), 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
ii-l(cq = i;(a). (3.7) 
Proof. Equation (3.7) is just (2.2). Now, let iA = (p,, ql, .z), and let 
iA-, = (p,, q2, z). Let p = p*(o) = p, + ql, and let /I c cr be such that 
A[P] is p x p and nonsingular. Observe then that iA(fl) = ( p,, ql, 0), so that, 
by (3.I), 
k(P”) = (p - p,,q - ql,o). (3.8) 
Now Ip”I - ICY’I = Z, so that by Lemma 3.1 we have 
kl(P”) = (p2 + z, qz + z,o). (3.9) 
From (3.8) and (3.9) we obtain 
P, = P - z - Pl, 
92 = 4 - z - 41p 
which establishes (3.5) and (3.6). n 
4. AN INERTIA FORMULA 
A partial matrix [lo] is a matrix some of whose entries are specified and 
whose remaining entries are unspecified, free to be chosen from the complex 
numbers C. If a partial matrix A has the property that an entry aij is specified 
if and only if uji is specified, in which case aij = Fiji, then A is said to be a 
partial Hermitian matrix. If A is a partial Hermitian matrix each of whose fully 
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specified principal minors is positive, then A is said to he a partial positive 
definite matrix. One may naturally associate an undirected graph G = (V, E) 
with an n x n partial Hermitian matrix by letting V = N and placing an edge 
zj E E if and only if ajj is a specified entry of A. 
It may be shown [14] that if all diagonal entries of a partial matrix A 
defined on a chordal graph G are specified and if A[a] is invertible for every 
maximal clique or minimal vertex separator CY, then there is a unique nonsin- 
gular completion B of A for which G(B-‘) c G. It follows from results in [lo] 
that if A is a partial positive definite matrix all of whose diagonal entries are 
specified, then this unique completion B is, furthermore, necessarily positive 
definite. One may interpret this result as saying that if A E X” is nonsingular 
with G = G( A-‘) chordal, and if A[(Y] is positive definite for every maximal 
clique cr of G, then A must necessarily be positive definite. To put it yet 
another way, the inertias of certain pri ncipal submatrices, at least in this case, 
conspire to determine the inertia of A. It is natural to ask whether something 
like this is true in general. In other words, if A E CY$ is nonsingular and A-’ 
is sparse, then do the inertias of certain proper principal submatrices of A 
determine the inertia of A? 
Let A E Xn be nonsingular, and suppose that A- ’ is banded with band- 
width m (a; ‘=O if Ii-j1 >m). It was shown in [5] that under this 
hypothesis, and assuming a certain regularity condition on the minors of A, 
the negative eigenvalues of A may be counted in an interesting way. Define 
the numbers 
D,=detA[{k,...,k+m}], l<k<n-m, 
and 
dk=detA[(k+l,...,k+m}], l<k,<n-m-l. 
If the D,‘s and dk’s are all nonzero, then it turns out that the number 
negative eigenvalues of A is equal to the number of negative eigenvalues 
~_ 
of 
of 
A[{n-m,..., n}] plus the number of negative entries in the sequence 
(4 /d&~-1. 
Let us state this result from a different point of view. First, by the 
interlacing inequalities, observe that the number of negative eigenvalues of 
A[{ k, . . . , k + m}] and A[{ k + 1,. . . , k + m}] may differ by at most one. 
Also, since Dk /dk is negative if and only if A[( k, . . . , k + m}] has one more 
negative eigenvalue than A[{ k + 1, . . . , k + m}] and is otherwise positive, the 
number of negative entries in the sequence {D, /dk);:r-’ is equal to 
n-m-l 
kg1 G(W. .I k+m}) -i,({k+l,...,k+m)). 
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Now, combining this with the result of [5], we obtain 
n-m 
i-(A) = k&i~({k,...,k+‘n}) 
n-m-l 
- & i,({k+1,...,k+m}). (4-l) 
Our goal is to generalize this result to the case in which G( A- ‘) is a general 
chordal graph and in which we make no assumption concerning the nonvan- 
ishing of any principal minors of A. As one might guess from the form of 
Equation (4.1) the natural generalization to the chordal case is made when 
the first summation is over the maximal cliques of G and the second is over 
the minimal vertex separators. Such a generalization of the result in [5] is 
included in our main result, Theorem 4.4. 
We first note the following result concerning the ranks of principal 
submatrices of a matrix A for which G( A- ‘) is chordal. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G = (N, E) be chordal, and let A E M, be nonsingular, 
with G( A- ‘) E G. Then 
Proof. Let T = (C, E(T)) b e a clique tree associated with G. Then from 
(2.4) we have 
since by Lemma 2.2 we have CaEC I CY I - CBEs m(p) I 0 ( = n. Hence, it will 
suffice to show that 
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By Lemma 2.1, A-‘[&] is a direct sum of the matrices A-‘[/?& where fia is 
defined as in the paragraph preceding Lemma 2.1, and thus 
(4.3) 
and 
Equation (4.2) is now seen by equating terms on the right-hand sides of (4.3) 
and (4.4). l 
COROLLARY 4.2. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1, 
Corollary 4.2 follows from the fact that 8A(~) = ( a ( - pA(a). As another 
simple corollary we have a necessary condition for a Gpartial Hermitian 
matrix (not necessarily Greg&r) to have a nonsingular completion the graph 
of whose inverse is G. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let G = (N, E) be chordal, and let A be a Gpartial 
matrix. Then A has a nonsingular completion B satisfying G( B-l) c G only if 
gcpA(a) - &m(@)PA(P) = na (4.5) 
If A is a Gpartial Hermitian matrix, where G is chordal, and if we seek a 
nonsingular completion B of A with G(B) E G, then it is necessary that (4.5) 
hold. However, it is easy to construct examples in which (4.5) holds yet no 
such completion exists. 
One might interpret Lemma 4.1 as saying that the rank of A, when 
G( A-‘) E G with G chordal, is expressible in terms of the ranks of submatri- 
ces corresponding to the maximal cliques and minimal vertex separators of G. 
The nonzero components of inertia are just a refinement of rank, and this 
statement generalizes to each component of the inertia in the Hermitian case. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let G = (N, E) be a chordal graph, and let A E Xn be 
nonsingular with G( A-l) s G. Then 
Proof. By Corollary 4.2 we know that 
(4.6) 
P-7) 
Let us show that the other components of inertia satisfy the same equation. 
Let i+(A) = p. Using Theorem 3.2, we have 
Ci,+(cY- &2(/3)iA+(p) = c [p - i&Y) - iA+-‘( 
arec Des or& 
- &m(P) [ P - q P) - i&( PC)] 
Now we must show that 
(4.8) 
Let T be a clique tree associated with G. By Lemma 2.1, we have 
and 
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By equating terms on the right-hand sides of (4.9) and (4.10), we see that (4.8) 
holds. Hence, we have 
(4.11) 
as required. The corresponding equation for the negative component of inertia 
follows from (4.11) and (4.7). n 
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